
Created on Thursday 20 August, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Flower Push Pins of Oyster Shell (Assorted colors)
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-108

Mother-of-pearl buttons with an attractive shiny
gloss and unique rainbow-colored sparkle. Flower
motifs are cut from oyster shells, which are famous
for nurturing pearls. They are combined with
delicate golden pins made in Hiroshima, known for
producing fine needles, to make these push pins.
Just push them into a cork board or the wall and
they look just like cute little flowers blooming. 
The polished tips of the needles shine with the skill
honed by craftsmen over many years. 
The push pins are developed with four traditional
Japanese color dyes, white that highlights the
shell's natural brilliance, and all the colors
combined in assorted colors. 
Set of 5 pins

Price: € 18.05 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 20 August, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Sewing Needle Set for Heavy-Weight Cloth
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-46

"Meboso Needles" has a history of more than 430
years, and has been loved by seamstresses in
Kanazawa. 
The most unique characteristic of the "Meboso
Needles" is its ability to pierce with little contact
with the fabric, made possible because of its
vertically polished surface. By adding an extra
touch to these delicate needles, they have been
made to smoothly slide through the fabric. The
needle was an important work tool for these
seamstresses, and it is said that they cherished
their needles by enveloping them in hand-sewn
bags or placing them in a container which hung
from their necks, so that they wouldn't get lost.
Their story has inspired us to place extra
consideration into choosing a packaging for these
needles. We decided to use containers created by
Aichi Shikan Seizosho, a company which has
produced many paper tube spools. We then
attached tassels, made with manufacturer
Kanagawa's silk and gold threads.

Price: € 11.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 20 August, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Sewing Needle Set for Light/Medium-Weight Cloth
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-045

"Meboso Needles" has a history of more than 430
years, and has been loved by seamstresses in
Kanazawa. 
The most unique characteristic of the "Meboso
Needles" is its ability to pierce with little contact
with the fabric, made possible because of its
vertically polished surface. By adding an extra
touch to these delicate needles, they have been
made to smoothly slide through the fabric. The
needle was an important work tool for these
seamstresses, and it is said that they cherished
their needles by enveloping them in hand-sewn
bags or placing them in a container which hung
from their necks, so that they wouldn't get lost.
Their story has inspired us to place extra
consideration into choosing a packaging for these
needles. We decided to use containers created by
Aichi Shikan Seizosho, a company which has
produced many paper tube spools. We then
attached tassels, made with manufacturer
Kanagawa's silk and gold threads.

Price: € 11.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 14 December, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Marking Pins with Star Motif Parquet
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-165

Winter Limited Edition 2020 Winter Gold
Made from walnut, zelkova, katsura, rengas, mizuki
and magnolia wood, these beautiful pinheads are
made with the delicate parquet technique of Yosegi
Koubou Ag in Hakone and are presented in their
signature Cohana packing.
Pins made from steel with nickel plating.
Length: 35m
Parquet Diameter: 7mm
Please Note: Since natural wood is used, there are
differences in color and grain depending on the
single pin.

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Ohajiki Sewing Pins and Pincushion Necklace
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-196

A set of Ohajiki Sewing Pins and Cypress
Pincushion Necklace in SAKURA pink. The Ohajiki
name given to the sewing pins refers to a
traditional Japanese marble game, often played
with glass or plastic marbled discs; their glass bead
heads have distinctive delicate patterns with
gentle colors that will bring a delightful feel of
spring.
As for the Sakura pincushion, its small size makes
it easy to bring along on travels as it can be worn
as a necklace while working, thanks to the leather
tag and cord. The round bottom part is made from
cypress wood, while the cushion is filled with
polyester and covered with beautiful smooth, pink
silk that is quite comfy to prick with pins. The
fragrant wood is sourced from hinoki cypress from
the Kii Mountains.
Ohajiki Sewing Pins Length 37mm
Cypress Pincushion Diameter 3,3cm, Height 3,5cm

Price: € 48.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 01 June, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Iida Mizuhiki Sewing Pins
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-194

Three sewing pins topped with an adorable
handmade Mizuhiki decoration called Awaji-dama.
Mizuhiki is a decorative paper cord created by
twisting washi paper and hardening with glue
coating. In Japan Mizuhiki is essential for formal
gifts. Japan has a custom to use Mizuhiki on gifts
for loved ones. There are many ways to express
the feelings of the gift-sender with the choice of
color, numbers and how they are tied for the
different type of occasions. In addition to the
indication of unopened status, tying the Mizuhiki
has a meaning of prayer. The knot is tight and
cannot be untied easily, so it symbolizes to connect
people with each other and with their hearts.
Iida Mizuhiki has been handed down as a traditional
handcraft for generations in Nagano Prefecture.
Mizuhiki decoration called Awaji-dama is used to
make a top of Cohana's sawing pin.
The durable steel-and-nickel pins are manufactured
in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year history of high-
quality needle production. Rigorous quality control
ensures that pins are of uniform thickness and
length and pierce cloth with ease. 
Set of 3 pins

Price: € 18.54 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Ryukyu Glass Sewing Pins - Japan Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-219

This Ryukyu glass-beaded pins are inspired by the
blue sea and sun of Okinawa. The deep gradation
and glittering silver parts look like a coral reef
shining in the deep sea. The craftsmen carefully
weld the glass to the needle one by one. The
durable steel-and-nickel needle of the pins is
manufactured in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year
history of high-quality needle production. Rigorous
quality control ensures that pins are of uniform
thickness and pierce cloth with ease.
Length: 35mm
Set of 3 pins

Price: € 18.54 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 27 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Glass-head pins in cherry-wood box - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-207

Beautiful glass head sewing pins in a compact
cherry-wood box.
The durable steel-and-nickel pins are manufactured
in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year history of high-
quality needle production. Rigorous quality control
ensures that pins are of uniform thickness and
length and pierce cloth with ease.
The wooden box is made of cherry wood and was
elaborately crafted by artisans of Daiwa Sangyo
Co. Ltd. Originally, the company manufactured
wooden medicine boxes for local pharmacies, but
it has adapted its traditional techniques into
crafting high-quality modern wooden products.
A flower-shaped button adorns the clasp. It is
crafted from the shell of the black-lip pearl oyster,
which has a glossy luster. Set of 30 pins
Dimensions of the box : 3.8cm width x 1.8cm
height x 5.3cm height.

Price: € 37.57 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 27 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Glass-head pins in cherry-wood box - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-206

Beautiful glass head sewing pins in a compact
cherry-wood box.
The durable steel-and-nickel pins are manufactured
in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year history of high-
quality needle production. Rigorous quality control
ensures that pins are of uniform thickness and
length and pierce cloth with ease.
The wooden box is made of cherry wood and was
elaborately crafted by artisans of Daiwa Sangyo
Co. Ltd. Originally, the company manufactured
wooden medicine boxes for local pharmacies, but
it has adapted its traditional techniques into
crafting high-quality modern wooden products.
A flower-shaped button adorns the clasp. It is
crafted from the shell of the black-lip pearl oyster,
which has a glossy luster. Set of 30 pins
Dimensions of the box : 3.8cm width x 1.8cm
height x 5.3cm height.

Price: € 37.57 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 28 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Glass-head pins in cherry-wood box - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-208

Beautiful glass head sewing pins in a compact
cherry-wood box.
The durable steel-and-nickel pins are manufactured
in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year history of high-
quality needle production. Rigorous quality control
ensures that pins are of uniform thickness and
length and pierce cloth with ease.
The wooden box is made of cherry wood and was
elaborately crafted by artisans of Daiwa Sangyo
Co. Ltd. Originally, the company manufactured
wooden medicine boxes for local pharmacies, but
it has adapted its traditional techniques into
crafting high-quality modern wooden products.
A flower-shaped button adorns the clasp. It is
crafted from the shell of the black-lip pearl oyster,
which has a glossy luster. Set of 30 pins
Dimensions of the box : 3.8cm width x 1.8cm
height x 5.3cm height.

Price: € 37.57 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 28 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Glass-head pins in cherry-wood box - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-209

Beautiful glass head sewing pins in a compact
cherry-wood box.
The durable steel-and-nickel pins are manufactured
in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year history of high-
quality needle production. Rigorous quality control
ensures that pins are of uniform thickness and
length and pierce cloth with ease.
The wooden box is made of cherry wood and was
elaborately crafted by artisans of Daiwa Sangyo
Co. Ltd. Originally, the company manufactured
wooden medicine boxes for local pharmacies, but
it has adapted its traditional techniques into
crafting high-quality modern wooden products.
A flower-shaped button adorns the clasp. It is
crafted from the shell of the black-lip pearl oyster,
which has a glossy luster. Set of 30 pins
Dimensions of the box : 3.8cm width x 1.8cm
height x 5.3cm height.

Price: € 37.57 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 28 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Glass-head pins in cherry-wood box - Gray
da: Cohana

Modello: KITDBR-COH45-210

Beautiful glass head sewing pins in a compact
cherry-wood box.
The durable steel-and-nickel pins are manufactured
in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year history of high-
quality needle production. Rigorous quality control
ensures that pins are of uniform thickness and
length and pierce cloth with ease.
The wooden box is made of cherry wood and was
elaborately crafted by artisans of Daiwa Sangyo
Co. Ltd. Originally, the company manufactured
wooden medicine boxes for local pharmacies, but
it has adapted its traditional techniques into
crafting high-quality modern wooden products.
A flower-shaped button adorns the clasp. It is
crafted from the shell of the black-lip pearl oyster,
which has a glossy luster. Set of 30 pins
Dimensions of the box : 3.8cm width x 1.8cm
height x 5.3cm height.

Price: € 37.57 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokura Textile Pincushion Set - Black
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-242

A beautiful and chic sewing set that includes the
Masu Pincushion with Kokura Textile, Shippo Glass
Sewing Pins, a Meboso Needle Set and a flower-
shaped Wooden Thread Spool.
The most unique characteristic of the "Meboso
Needles" is their ability to pierce with little contact
with the fabric, made possible because of its
vertically polished surface. By adding an extra
touch to these delicate needles, they have been
made to smoothly slide through the fabric.
The beautifully handcrafted Masu Pincushion is
made with Kokura textile cloth, which can be used
for gift wrapping or as a handkerchief.
Together with the set you will find a Cohana
original message tag, just another detail that
shows the care and attention to detail that this
brand puts into every product they make.

Price: € 78.63 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-238

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokura Textile Pincushion Set - White
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-241

A beautiful and chic sewing set that includes the
Masu Pincushion with Kokura Textile, Shippo Glass
Sewing Pins, a Meboso Needle Set and a flower-
shaped Wooden Thread Spool.
The most unique characteristic of the "Meboso
Needles" is their ability to pierce with little contact
with the fabric, made possible because of its
vertically polished surface. By adding an extra
touch to these delicate needles, they have been
made to smoothly slide through the fabric.
The beautifully handcrafted Masu Pincushion is
made with Kokura textile cloth, which can be used
for gift wrapping or as a handkerchief.
Together with the set you will find a Cohana
original message tag, just another detail that
shows the care and attention to detail that this
brand puts into every product they make.

Price: € 78.63 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-237

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-236

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-235

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 June, 2022

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kawara - Magentic Needle Rest - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-258

This gorgeous magnetic needle rest with needle
polisher by Cohana is a wonderful addition to your
handicraft kit. It is completely handcrafted: it is
made from ceramic and is decorated with a flower
motif according to the Awaji Kawara tradition of
ceramic roof tiles dating back to the 17th century.
Each needle rest is entirely unique: the richness of
the soil and the colours of the glaze make each
piece one of a kind. 
Next to its uniqueness and wonderful history, this
product is also extremely functional. Not only will it
keep all your needles safe while you are working,
thanks to the built-in magnet, but it will also be a
handy tool to have to polish and sharpen your
needles. In fact, polished needles perform
significantly better when working with all sorts of
fabrics. In order to use the polisher, simply insert a
needle of your choice into the hole on the side of
the needle rest and slowly pull the needle out
while pushing up on the bottom part. The needle
rest has a diameter of 40mm and is 17mm high. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 34.16 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 June, 2022

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kawara - Magentic Needle Rest - Red
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-259

This gorgeous magnetic needle rest with needle
polisher by Cohana is a wonderful addition to your
handicraft kit. It is completely handcrafted: it is
made from ceramic and is decorated with a flower
motif according to the Awaji Kawara tradition of
ceramic roof tiles dating back to the 17th century.
Each needle rest is entirely unique: the richness of
the soil and the colours of the glaze make each
piece one of a kind. 
Next to its uniqueness and wonderful history, this
product is also extremely functional. Not only will it
keep all your needles safe while you are working,
thanks to the built-in magnet, but it will also be a
handy tool to have to polish and sharpen your
needles. In fact, polished needles perform
significantly better when working with all sorts of
fabrics. In order to use the polisher, simply insert a
needle of your choice into the hole on the side of
the needle rest and slowly pull the needle out
while pushing up on the bottom part. The needle
rest has a diameter of 40mm and is 17mm high. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 34.16 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 June, 2022

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kawara - Magentic Needle Rest - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-260

This gorgeous magnetic needle rest with needle
polisher by Cohana is a wonderful addition to your
handicraft kit. It is completely handcrafted: it is
made from ceramic and is decorated with a flower
motif according to the Awaji Kawara tradition of
ceramic roof tiles dating back to the 17th century.
Each needle rest is entirely unique: the richness of
the soil and the colours of the glaze make each
piece one of a kind. 
Next to its uniqueness and wonderful history, this
product is also extremely functional. Not only will it
keep all your needles safe while you are working,
thanks to the built-in magnet, but it will also be a
handy tool to have to polish and sharpen your
needles. In fact, polished needles perform
significantly better when working with all sorts of
fabrics. In order to use the polisher, simply insert a
needle of your choice into the hole on the side of
the needle rest and slowly pull the needle out
while pushing up on the bottom part. The needle
rest has a diameter of 40mm and is 17mm high. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 34.16 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 June, 2022

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kawara - Magentic Needle Rest - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-261

This gorgeous magnetic needle rest with needle
polisher by Cohana is a wonderful addition to your
handicraft kit. It is completely handcrafted: it is
made from ceramic and is decorated with a flower
motif according to the Awaji Kawara tradition of
ceramic roof tiles dating back to the 17th century.
Each needle rest is entirely unique: the richness of
the soil and the colours of the glaze make each
piece one of a kind. 
Next to its uniqueness and wonderful history, this
product is also extremely functional. Not only will it
keep all your needles safe while you are working,
thanks to the built-in magnet, but it will also be a
handy tool to have to polish and sharpen your
needles. In fact, polished needles perform
significantly better when working with all sorts of
fabrics. In order to use the polisher, simply insert a
needle of your choice into the hole on the side of
the needle rest and slowly pull the needle out
while pushing up on the bottom part. The needle
rest has a diameter of 40mm and is 17mm high. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 34.16 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kawara - Magentic Needle Rest - White
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-262

This gorgeous magnetic needle rest with needle
polisher by Cohana is a wonderful addition to your
handicraft kit. It is completely handcrafted: it is
made from ceramic and is decorated with a flower
motif according to the Awaji Kawara tradition of
ceramic roof tiles dating back to the 17th century.
Each needle rest is entirely unique: the richness of
the soil and the colours of the glaze make each
piece one of a kind. 
Next to its uniqueness and wonderful history, this
product is also extremely functional. Not only will it
keep all your needles safe while you are working,
thanks to the built-in magnet, but it will also be a
handy tool to have to polish and sharpen your
needles. In fact, polished needles perform
significantly better when working with all sorts of
fabrics. In order to use the polisher, simply insert a
needle of your choice into the hole on the side of
the needle rest and slowly pull the needle out
while pushing up on the bottom part. The needle
rest has a diameter of 40mm and is 17mm high. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 34.16 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Lida Mizuhiki sewing pins - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-226

These glamorous, handcrafted Iida Mizuhiki sewing
pins by Cohana are topped with a handmade
Mizuhiki, a traditional braided knot decoration.
Mizuhiki is an old Japanese art form used for gift
wrapping, in which a decorative paper cord is
created by twisting washi paper. The pins are
made from nickel-plated steel and are
manufactured in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year
history of high-quality needle production. These
sewing pins are strong and flexible and run
smoothly through the fabric. They are 40mm long
and have a diameter of 0.50mm. 
Each pack contains 3 pins in a calm dark colour, a
bright light shade, and a sparkling white colour
with glitters. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 16.10 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Lida Mizuhiki sewing pins - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-227

These glamorous, handcrafted Iida Mizuhiki sewing
pins by Cohana are topped with a handmade
Mizuhiki, a traditional braided knot decoration.
Mizuhiki is an old Japanese art form used for gift
wrapping, in which a decorative paper cord is
created by twisting washi paper. The pins are
made from nickel-plated steel and are
manufactured in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year
history of high-quality needle production. These
sewing pins are strong and flexible and run
smoothly through the fabric. They are 40mm long
and have a diameter of 0.50mm. 
Each pack contains 3 pins in a calm dark colour, a
bright light shade, and a sparkling white colour
with glitters. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 16.10 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Lida Mizuhiki sewing pins - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-228

These glamorous, handcrafted Iida Mizuhiki sewing
pins by Cohana are topped with a handmade
Mizuhiki, a traditional braided knot decoration.
Mizuhiki is an old Japanese art form used for gift
wrapping, in which a decorative paper cord is
created by twisting washi paper. The pins are
made from nickel-plated steel and are
manufactured in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year
history of high-quality needle production. These
sewing pins are strong and flexible and run
smoothly through the fabric. They are 40mm long
and have a diameter of 0.50mm. 
Each pack contains 3 pins in a calm dark colour, a
bright light shade, and a sparkling white colour
with glitters. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 16.10 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Lida Mizuhiki sewing pins - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-229

These glamorous, handcrafted Iida Mizuhiki sewing
pins by Cohana are topped with a handmade
Mizuhiki, a traditional braided knot decoration.
Mizuhiki is an old Japanese art form used for gift
wrapping, in which a decorative paper cord is
created by twisting washi paper. The pins are
made from nickel-plated steel and are
manufactured in Hiroshima, a city with a 300-year
history of high-quality needle production. These
sewing pins are strong and flexible and run
smoothly through the fabric. They are 40mm long
and have a diameter of 0.50mm. 
Each pack contains 3 pins in a calm dark colour, a
bright light shade, and a sparkling white colour
with glitters. 
The Japanese brand Cohana offers products where quality,
functionality and design are of utmost importance. All their
items are produced in a traditional way in collaboration with
the best companies in the country from as many
sustainable materials and raw materials as possible.

Price: € 16.10 (incl. VAT)
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